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Sustainable Science and
Green Laboratories

COURSES



Course Types

HEaTED CPD courses have been carefully selected based on
your continuous feedback. Many technical professionals have
attended our courses and have applied their learning in
order to advance their roles and ultimately their careers. 

In order to make our CPD as accessible as possible we have
different delivery options for the majority of our courses as
described below:

Onsite &
Online

Closed
Cohort

These courses are very similar. The only difference is we
have modified elements of the onsite activities and made
them more appropriate for online delivery. These public
courses are open to all HEI technical professionals across
the UK. 

These courses are specifically for your team and closed
to general access. The cohort delivery date and method
can be arranged to suit your requirements. Quotes are
available upon request.



Laboratories and clinical spaces
contribute up to 2% of the world’s
plastic waste. They also use 3-10
times more energy than typical
Higher Education (HE) academic
spaces. This presents a huge
opportunity to improve our working
practices to make the research and
teaching environment more
sustainable. 
The increasing demand in ‘laboratory
sustainability’ or ‘green labs’, within
HE which aims to improve research
outcomes, reduce the cost of
research, and minimize the
environmental impact of laboratory
activities. Programmes like LEAF,
short for the laboratory efficiency
assessment framework, support such
actions and allow laboratories to
build capacity for long-term
sustainability. 
Technicians are highly important
stakeholders when it comes to
managing laboratories and improving
sustainability. 

Learn how to embed environmental
sustainability in laboratories 

Summary

 
Onsite: 

Members: £285
Course Credit X 1 

Non-members: £470
 

Online: 
Members £185

Course Credit X 1
Non-Members £285

 

DELIVERY
Online: HOC-030
Onsite: HFFC-032

DURATION
1 Day

FEES

Delivery Method
Instructor - led



Sustainability in Science: Why is it relevant to climate
change.
Laboratory Emissions Review: Assessing the balance
between buildings, equipment, consumables, travel, and
comparing to non-scientific sectors. 
Hotspot areas such as:
Plastics and consumables
Equipment (including freezers)
Waste & recycling
Carbon impacts of research
Research quality
Water usage
Engagement: How to engage your peers and institution on
sustainable labs
LEAF and Resources: What tools exist to help you on your
journey? 
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2.

3.

4.
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To increase awareness of laboratory sustainability and
provide tips, advice and solutions for effective practice.
This course has been tailored to meet the needs of
technical staff in HE. It has been designed to accommodate
various learning styles and to allow participants to learn
from theory and practice, group discussions and individual
reflection.

Aim

Objectives



Identify how science impacts climate change

Describe the actions needed to reduce carbon emissions

and costs of laboratories

Have improved sustainable purchasing understanding,

so that participants may make more knowledgeable

purchases of equipment and consumables (like plastics!) 

Access sustainability programmes to support your

efforts, like LEAF, and learn how to assess if a lab is

sustainable 

Improve their ability to communicate their successes in

Sustainable Labs through case studies and credentials 

By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

Outcomes CPD
CONTRIBUTES TOWARDS 

SELF-DIRECTED CPD



HEaTED (Higher Education and Technicians Education 
Development) is based at the University of Sheffield and is 
the leading provider of professional development for the 

technical workforce. 

UNLOCK YOUR
POTENTIAL

HEaTED The University of Sheffield
8 Palmerston Road, Sheffield, S10 2TE

+44 (0) 114 222 9671 | heated@sheffield.ac.uk | www.heated.org.uk

CONNECT WITH US:@HEaTEDtechs on Twitter

ENQUIRE NOW


